


In India intervention has taken several forms at rent time 
or complete restriction on private food tr 

ut throughout the gov=nment has 
the public distribution: 

at below market prices to ost of the urban population. In the rural sector, 
the government has typically promised t any quantity of so 
crops at pre-announced support prices (t oor to the 

t prices), but the actual purchase distribution system 
have been made at the so-called pmc which are announced 
immediately prior to each harvest. U latter prices have been 
lower than the prices prevailing in the rural areas during the harvest time 
(farm harvest price), and a sign&a part of government procurement has 
entailed an element of compulsion rough direct levy imposed on farmers, 
as well as through imposition of delivery quotas on the middlemen). The 
price urban consumers pay for their food rations, called the issue price, has 
typically exceeded the procurement ptice (reflecting in part the transportation 
and other administrative costs), but as one would ex been below 
the open market red price hey pay for the rest of purchases. In all, 
therefore, five distinct prices (rotighly, in increasing order) could be dis- 
tinguish& support price, procurement price, farm harvest price, issue price, 
and open market retail price. 

In the debate concerning the impact of such procurement cum rationing 
systems, a common view has been that these schemes transfer income from 
farm Groducers to urban consumers, taxing the producers to the extent 
difference between the procurement price and the farm harvest price o 
sales to government, and subsid_-g i~na the urban consumers to the extent of 
!he dif%erence between the issue price amd the open market on their 
ration osite view was put fohward by Dantwala (1967, 
6976) rise in the post-levy free market price, consequent 
upon the withdrawal of a pa.ra of stocks from the market through procure- 
ment, more than compensates the farmer for the “loss” suffered bg him from 
selling the levy portion of the cd surplus to the Government at below 

antwala (19?6)]. That is: the government intervention 
ers &zcause it raises the open market price: (and hence 

in the absence of the 

words, the urban rationi 



study on a simple analytical 
individuals with a continu 
landlords with large farms) and 

es. Euch a 
use, as we shall see, the we&are 

Merent individuals within the same sector are 
therefore, an analysis based 
sectors can be quite misleading 

In the stylized intervention 
of the rural food surplus ( 
below the market price, and uses this ‘levy’ to p 
subsidized rations to the urban consumers. 
wish to consume more food t 
food market which recei 
assumes that, at the 
believe, is an appropriate representation of the un 
varying degrees of food self-sufficiency that several developing co 
(including India) have exhibited in the past.j 

It is intuitive that the consequences of a p 
scheme are determined, in part, by other polities 
by the government; for instance, policies concernin 
agricultural inputs (such as fertilizer and power) and 
goods, and policies concerning the overall pu 
The present analysis does not deal with co 

vemment budget conce 
s balanced. This is partly for 

these other aspects have been studi 
instance, Sah and Stightz (1985, 19 
normative aspects of the disaggre 
taxation (or subsidizatiom) in the 
policy instruments such as procurement levies. On the other han& empiricA 

2We do not con sider other mechanisms to distribute subsidized food in tie urban -or, SW% 
as queues or multiple pricing of rations (under which di&rent quaMiti= of rdo~ ar% made 
available at di@erent prices which increase with the total qmtity of rations purchased by an 
individual). The Latter type of schemes ha32 bczz used in S ~~~uutri~ Gavan and 
Chandrasekera (2979), for instance, describe stich a scheme in Sri 
outcomes of distributing limited quantities of goods throu& queues, rations, 
sail (2987‘1. 

31f there is external trade in food (at the margin) and if the country is not ‘smzll’ irn the wobd 
food market then, in addition to the domestic respon 
ore would have to consider the world’s response. 
the world food market then there will be no general eqw%b 
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Subbarao arid ne some of the efflec 
array rations. %n their model two repmentatiuc cmsu-mers (out rich 

rs (one large in terms of farm size and out small) respond to a 
rices with a lag. They show 

ducers’ and consumers’ surplus is 
ucer levy and urban rations must 
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Urban sector: An urban consumer can buy up to 
non-tradable foo at a price p-t, and can supplement 
buying any quantity in th 
consumer is denoted by m, is distributed acco 
function F(m). In the absen 
food consumption of an i are represe 
tively as V(p, m) and x(p, m 

I/p= -Ax and I&=& 

where A(m) is the positive marginal utility of iricome. In the rest of the 
the first argument in the in irect utility function and the 
function of an urban individual is the effective prioe faced 
and the second argument is his effective into 

In the presence of rationing, it is clear that utility 
cons’tmers ml!st imply that they fall into three 
consists of those who cons e less food t the ration 
receive a price subsidy of t per unit of forod. 
consumption are denok as V’(m) = V(p - t, m), and x(p -= t, m) res~tivelys 
(ii,i the second group consists of those whose food consaumption equals X1 
and (iii) the thi p consists of those consuming more food than the 
ration quantity~ t of rationing on the last group of individuals is to 
provide an income subsidy of tX. eir utility level and fo 

resented by V2(m) = V(p, m + tX), and x@, m + t 

that the self-selection of a 
of the above three 

on that food is a normal 
poorer than those 

ond group, and the latter in turn must poorer than those in the 
third group. Let m1 and nt2 denote the 1 t and highest income among 

ose whose food consumption equals X. 

is more than m2. 

evity, we refer to urban indivi 



e public budget cons 

individuals, cbicled by t 

her, the balance 
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Q-G=n*(x*- 

two of the variaSa ca 

low, the tax rate t r unit of Eet y (or, equivale 



for any levy schedule that the gave 
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provided the 
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levy-payirtg fa rs whose fat size is smaller than t t of the ~e~es~~t~t~ve 
farnw, an (ii) If the ~~t~e~ti~~ helps can;u by-paykg fa 
smabkr th that ~j* the representative 
ric tha cons 

he average levy as a pro 
r capita ration ~ss 2 

income urban group; that is 

y using (3) and ( 
we den0.l; xc 



the intervention, it is a 
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